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Introduction

The Compiled help file (.chm) published with ActiveFactory Trend provides a subset of methods and properties that are available in both
ActiveX and .NET.

Note: .NET methods and properties are subject to change.

This Tech Note provides an extracted help file for the .NET Framework of ActiveFactory Trend 9.2 that are missing in the product
documentation. The .chm file was compiled using Microsoft Sandcastle. This help file provides accurate, comprehensive documentation
that includes the source assemblies, as well as integrating XML Documentation comments.

It is recommended that you use Visual Studio to compile your source prior to testing with ArchestrA Symbols. Visual Studio can be used
to browse libraries that are not documented with this help file release.

Download Microsoft Sandcastle

Supported aaTrendControl Class Methods and Properties

The help file provided with ActiveFactory 9.2 documents a set of Methods and Properties that can be accessed via ActiveX and .NET, such
as AddAnyTag. These methods are located in the aaTrendControl class. The ArchestrA.HistClient.UI.aaTrendControl class is meant as
the Active X interface to the aaTrendControl. It exposes properties, methods, and events for use in an Active X container. It is mostly a
wrapper that combines a tool bar, a time bar, a tag picker and an aaServers object. A context menu is also provided.

This is why we have one set of documentation for both ActiveX and .NET. The help file that is provided contains a combination of
supported and unsupported objects. These methods are located in the aaTrendControl class and are currently available in the
ActiveFactory Help File.

Note: Some methods such as AddServer do not work with .NET. This is a known issue. As a workaround in this case, AddServerEx is
also available with .NET as seen in the figure below. You will find many more methods and properties that are public.

file:///C|/inetpub/wwwroot/t002425/T000792.htm
http://www.microsoft.com/Downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=e82ea71d-da89-42ee-a715-696e3a4873b2&displaylang=en


FIGURE 1: SUPPORTED AATRENDCONTROL CLASS METHODS AND PROPERTIES

Unsupported Methods and Properties

The aaTrendControl class contains several undocumented objects, methods and properties. The scripting of these objects is not
supported, but are available for public use. Below are some of the objects that may be of most use.

ArchestrA.HistClient.UI.aaTrend

This is the Trend object. The aaTrend object, also known as aaChartControl, is used to create the list of trend items for the trend object.
A trend item has a tag it represents, and additional properties that are needed for trending such as color, pen width, units, scale, etc.
The Dundas chart control is used to represent the trend items



FIGURE 2: TREND AATREND OBJECT

This is contained by the aaTrendControl.

ArchestrA.HistClient.UI.aaTrendItem: aaTrendItem represents a single trend item in a trend. It consists of a tag, and the trend
properties of the tag for the trend such as pen color, pen width, pen style, decimal places, etc. 

The aaTrend object contains an array of aaTrendItems called Items (Figure 3 below).

FIGURE 3: THE AATRENDITEM ARRAY CALLED ITEMS

This item is contained by the Trend object.

ArchestrA.HistClient.UI.aaTrendItemEditor



The aaTrendItemEditor is the Tag List Editor object in aaTrend. It contains all the aaTrendItems and provides additional
methods.

FIGURE 4: THE TRENDITEMLISt

TrendItemList is a TrendItem editor that provides additional properties and methods for the Tag List.

Dundas.Charting.WinControl.Chart

This Dundas control is the charting implementation used by ActiveFactory Trend. The aaTrend object includes a reference to
this charting control named chartImplementation. Since this is a third party control, we have omitted this library from the
help file, although you can use Visual Studio to explore the chartImplementation object.



FIGURE 5: CHARTIMPLEMENTATION OBJECT CONTAINED IN THE TREND OBJECT

The chartImplementation Object provides access to the Dundas Charting Control.

Click HERE to download the .zip file containing the ActiveFactory Trend help file.

C. Azer
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